Narrative Practice Minor (20 credits TOTAL)

CORE COURSES (12 credits)

_____ ENGL 111: Introduction to Narrative Practice (CSD-Identity)
_____ ENGL 213: Introduction to Creative Writing (AE/AR, Truth encounter)
_____ ENGL 3XX: Advanced Narrative Practice (CSD-Systems)

ELECTIVES (8 credits, 4 of which may be from either COMM or SOCI)

_____ ENGL 206/207: Clinical Encounters 206 (AE/EXP), 207- (HE)
_____ ENGL 214: Writing the Experience (AE/EXP)
_____ ENGL 311: Creative Nonfiction (AE, Truth focus)
_____ ENGL 313: Advanced Fiction or Advanced Poetry
_____ ENGL 315A: Writing in Business
_____ COMM 352 Health Communication (SW, Truth encounter)
_____ COMM 361 Fat Studies (CSD- Systems)
_____ SOCI 337M Medical Anthropology
_____ SOCI 277A Global Health (SW, Truth focus)